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Abstract: Regression testing is a widely studied research area, with the aim
of meeting the quality challenges of software systems. To achieve a software
system of good quality, we face high consumption of resources during testing.
To overcome this challenge, test case prioritization (TCP) as a sub-type of
regression testing is continuously investigated to achieve the testing objectives.
This study provides an insight into proposing the ontology-basedTCP (OTCP)
approach, aimed at reducing the consumption of resources for the quality
improvement and maintenance of software systems. The proposed approach
uses softwaremetrics to examine the behavior of classes of software systems. It
uses Binary Logistic Regression (BLR) and AdaBoostM1 classifiers to verify
correct predictions of the faulty and non-faulty classes of software systems.
Reference ontology is used to match the code metrics and class attributes. We
investigated five Java programs for the evaluation of the proposed approach,
which was used to achieve code metrics. This study has resulted in an average
percentage of fault detected (APFD) value of 94.80%, which is higher when
compared to other TCP approaches. In future works, large sized programs
in different languages can be used to evaluate the scalability of the proposed
OTCP approach.
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1 Introduction

Regression testing involves retesting of software after adding changes in the software or its
environment [1]. Retesting of entire software is quite a challenging task for testers. They usually
take only the current test suit T with the maximum number of faults. Schwartz et al. in [2]
examined cost-effective TCP approaches and suggested trade-offs among them. If test cases are
significant in number, retesting of software becomes an expensive and time-consuming technique.
Manual testing may take several weeks to months for retesting an entire system. Several regression
testing approaches have been proposed in the literature to overcome the high consumption of
resources, particularly TCP techniques [3,4].
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TCP makes software evolution more rapid as well as cost-effective. Recent research has
highlighted that TCP is widely used to manage the increased costs of execution of large test suits.
Among the many TCP techniques is code coverage, which focuses on the code churn attribute to
identify code parts that can be used to test and fix errors [5].

Ontology-based approaches can combine various software artifacts. They can also provide the
description of design and testing of software and adhere to the full use of the semantic rules [6].
In [7], researchers proposed ‘ontology-based knowledge map methodology’ (PROM) to reduce the
failure rate of ‘business process re-engineering’ (BPR) [8].

Ontologies present the formal conceptualization of different entities, their behavior, interfaces,
and associations. They are widely used to meet automation and decision-making needs [9]. Prior
studies have addressed the TCP aspects with regards to codes, requirements, risks and others.
There is a lack of research exploring the identification of the defects of software systems using
test case prioritization based on ontologies. The study in [10] used requirement ontology for test
case generation during the software testing phase. The proposed approach in [11] is aimed to
measure the objective risk management using web services analysis and ontology. Additionally,
ontology-based literature has provided success in the classification of items in different research
domains [12,13].

A study in [14] emphasized the ontology-driven software testing approach that covers func-
tional and ‘non-functional requirements’ (NFRs). Ontology-based software testing can minimize
ambiguity, heterogeneity, and incompleteness issues in properties and relationships. However, it is
unknown how ontology can help in prioritizing the test properties of modified software systems.
Prior to it, the study [15] proposed constructs in the ontology of NFRs, to provide a mechanism
for tracing back their impacts on other constructs in an ontology. Moreover, ontologies can be
updated or extended to support test activities, techniques, methods and software artifacts [16].
A recent work [17] sheds light on the role of ontologies in software systems’ maintenance and
testing. Ontologies are better than the existing approaches in detecting the critical scenarios in
autonomous vehicle systems. Systems based on ontologies are modeled into inputs in combinato-
rial testing and used to generate test cases. A case study was carried out in [18] that demonstrated
the applications of ontology-based ‘test case generation’ (TCG) in an industrial setting. This
study proposes an ontology-based technique that generates different scenarios to reveal faults in
a system. For continuous improvement of software systems, ontology, and provenance model [19]
help capture and provide regression test data. The proposed ontology-driven studies [18,20] are
relevant in identifying real-world system issues.

In this research, we integrate theoretical and practical aspects of ontologies with the testing
of software systems.

The contributions of this paper are as follows:

• We propose an ontology-based TCP technique based on the defect prediction criterion.
• We propose to use the code metrics values to provide ground truth for prediction and

classification of faulty and non-faulty classes.
• We propose usage of the classification models to classify the faulty and non-faulty classes

and report the values of performance measuring metrics.
• We report empirical studies to evaluate the performance of the proposed TCP technique.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 covers a background of the main con-
cepts used in the proposed study. Section 3 concerns the related works with the TCP approaches,
software metrics, and reference ontology. The proposed ontology-based TCP technique is described
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in Section 4. Empirical studies and experiments are presented in Section 5. Finally, Section 6
concludes the proposed research and presents implications for future works.

2 Background

This section covers the main concepts involved in this study, along with their definitions.

2.1 Regression Testing
Testing is a mandatory phase of software development. Software development companies face

the challenges of testing for large scale and complex systems. Regression testing is one of these
challenging testing activities, which consumes a lot of resources. It is performed to ensure that
software modifications do not affect the other parts, and unchanged parts work as they did before
any change or modification [21].

2.2 Test Case Prioritization (TCP)
Regression TCP aims to improve the fault detection rate, executing the important test cases

as earlier as possible [22]. There are different proposed TCP techniques based on varying criteria.
These are, code coverage and requirements coverage. TCP techniques are effective in reducing
the overhead in regression testing. They are widely examined in the literature [23,24], with most
studies focusing on code coverage criteria and prioritization algorithms. Institutively, code coverage
criteria can be considered a characteristic of a test case, and studies use code coverage to guide
the process of prioritizing test cases.

2.3 Ontology
Ontology is a rigorous and formal approach used for knowledge representation that provides

precise and unambiguous semantics for terms [25]. In literature, ontologies are classified into top-
domain, core, foundational, domain, or instance [14]. In software testing, ontologies provide the
common shared knowledge understanding of concerned entities and their relationships, resulting
in their easy organization, maintenance, and updates [26].

3 Related Works

In the following sections, we review the existing literature on TCP and related concepts,
together with software metrics and reference ontology.

3.1 Test Case Prioritization Approaches
Test Case Prioritization is aimed at scheduling the execution of test cases following some

criteria. It is performed to optimize some objective functions [23]. Yoo et al. [27] stated that TCP
is also performed to maximize earlier fault detection in software systems. Srikanth et al. [28]
stated that software issues mostly arise from modification or changes in software systems. Software
maintenance, including software updates, modifications, and bug fixes make up more than 50%
of the total cost of a project. Moreover, regression testing in any of its three types, ‘test case
selection,’ ‘test case reduction,’ and ‘test case prioritization’ requires further processes to refine all
these types. However, since the last several years, many researchers have focused on prioritizing
test cases in a new fashion to detect the maximum faults. Parejo et al. [29] involved a highly
configurable system known as ‘Drupal framework’ for their experiments using the multi-objective
TCP approach. To test a more substantial and complex system is a challenging task, and therefore,
multiple TCP criteria were proposed to identify the faults as early as possible.
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Regarding the TCP approach proposed in [30], the faults’ severity has been missed. Therefore,
the researchers taking up future work need to offer criteria to prioritize test cases. They also
need to allocate various scores according to the severity of each fault in software applications. To
overcome the issue of TCP, Hao et al. [31] proposed the optimal coverage technique. Although
several coverage-based TCP techniques have been proposed for fault detection and prioritization
of test cases, researchers involve either structural coverage or detected faults to propose them.

3.2 Software Metrics in Predicting the Faulty Modules
The assessment of software quality attributes depends on the applications of appropriate

metrics. However, the choice of software metrics becomes complicated as several of them are
available in the literature. Arvanitou et al. [32] introduced a new property of software metrics
called ‘software metric fluctuation’ (SMF), aimed at quantifying the variations in metrics score.
Although the SMF has been aimed at measuring the variance in scores between successive
software versions, two levels have been defined, which refer to the sensitivity (a high variation)
and the stable (a low variation), respectively.

The role of SDP is to reduce the cost and ensure the quality of software. The success of SDP
lies in using the software metrics that have been traditionally used; however, the class imbalance
problem remains unresolved. To overcome this issue, Tong et al. [33] in a recently published
research proposed the SDP named ‘SDAEsTSE’, which was focused on applying the software
metrics to extract the defaults and address the imbalance issue of classes.

3.3 Reference Ontology
Souza et al. [34] used reference ontology for knowledge management with the objectives of

structuring knowledge repositories and annotating the knowledge items to make the searching
process much easier. The researchers proposed ‘reference ontology on software testing’ (ROoST)
to address the issues related with testing process. They used a well-established, and well-known
SABiO method. Several references were considered during the development of ROoST, as men-
tioned above. The proposed approach showed limitations in handling the software and human
resources used in the previously mentioned study. This work [34] is related to our work, as
ontologies cover test information. However, there is no proposal for the test case prioritization
process in the earlier mentioned study.

In another research study, Serna et al. [35] emphasized establishing the association between
testing and software metrics to software components. The value of metrics related to a software
component was determined several times. However, the researchers in the lateral study used
ontologies that were developed for software maintenance. Thus, the proposed technique in the
latter study showed limitations regarding software maintenance and knowledge which can be
managed, and which helps in maintaining the software products.

Saleh et al. [36] proposed a framework to classify the input pages depending on predefined
domain classes. Web mining techniques and ‘multi-layer domain ontology’ were used to propose
the framework. The researchers of the same research study claimed that their proposed framework
outperformed the existing classification framework in terms of the recall, precision and accuracy
metrics values. However, semantic relations to the ontology have been missed in this work, which
can be carried out in future works.

In a recently published work, Lytvyn et al. [37] proposed the ontology-based method to clas-
sify text documents. They used metrics based on the classical structure of an ontology. Regarding
the classical architecture of the ontology, two scalar values, such as the significance of concepts
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and relationships, were added to the conventional three-elements-based ontology. An ontology
with the three elements, such as set of concepts, relationships and interpretation of relationships,
was already used. It showed inefficiency in calculating the distances.

4 Proposed Ontology-Based Test Case Prioritization (OTCP) Approach

This section describes the proposed OTCP approach, the process flow of which is depicted
in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Process flow of proposed OTCP approach

Fig. 1 shows a high-level process flow of the proposed OTCP approach. The process starts
by source code and data pre-processing for classification of Java classes. We have different phases
of the proposed approach, as described in the following sections. Until the classification of the
modules as faulty and non-faulty has reached, we continue the computation of metric values for
modules of programs. We also process the attribute and metric values of classes in the proposed
Reference Ontology. The description of the proposed Reference Ontology has been given in the
following sections.
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4.1 First Phase
The first phase involves the selection and data pre-processing of programs. In here, we per-

form a search for data repositories that host the desired programs used in this study. The datasets
which have been frequently used in primary studies are selected from public data repositories.
These repositories include PROMISE, GitHub, and ECLIPSE, and Maven. PROMISE is a source
of datasets that are widely used in studies [33,38]. Other than the PROMISE data repository,
Zhou et al. [39] explored the ECLIPSE repository to collect the datasets of three versions of
Eclipse Java programs. In the current study, we access the programs from data repositories [40,41].
Datasets residing on these repositories are used for training and testing of the binary logistic
regression and AdaBoostM1 classification models.

4.2 Second Phase
The next phase of the proposed approach as ‘Metrics’ is the core phase to select the potential

code metrics. Appropriate code metrics can give us the valuable divergence of modules from their
classification. We employ the code metrics, including lines of code, cyclomatic complexity, depth
of inheritance, number of operands, and operators. Moreover, we present the reference ontology,
which has been argued as a concept to classify the real-world issues [42]. We aim to use reference
ontology by incorporating the code metrics at the class level of programs.

In the following Fig. 2, we present reference ontology at a class level to show how attributes
of a class and software metrics match each other. Ontology can represent the consensus within
a community by making the representation of fault identification in the projects [34]. It brings
clarity in the description of classes and their code metrics, and how both have a relationship with
each other.

Figure 2: A class level reference ontology
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Fig. 2 shows the high-level diagram of reference ontology as proposed in this study. Reference
ontology provides an effective way to extract information. It also plays a vital role in bridging the
gap of connecting metrics’ values and their relevant classes. Before creating an ontology, experts’
knowledge and literature support were used to define classes and their relationship with code
attributes. There are various concepts across the metrics values. However, we keep the number of
code metrics limited to achieve simplicity in results. We know that object-oriented programming
is mostly based on the classes, and each class programmed in any language has many attributes,
as shown in Fig. 2.

Before this study, references [43,44] used the threshold values of metrics such as LOCs, CC,
number of operators, and number of operands. Therefore, we add metrics such as ‘depth of
inheritance hierarchy’ (DIH) in the proposed OTCP approach. The lateral added metric represents
the CK metric that was used in [45]. We use Plugin Metrics 1.3.8 to measure the values of each
metric in this study.

Class complexity is generalized by using the DIH metric. A deeply positioned class makes
sense, and is relatively complex maintain. The nominal range of the DIH metric’s value lies
between 0 and 4. The findings of Erdogmus et al. [46] provide evidence that a Java program with
(DIH = 5) takes a longer time than one with an inheritance depth of 3. A flat program with 0
DIH does not require much effort to maintain. On the other hand, a Java program with a DIH
of more than 4 becomes more complex and fault proneness is likely increased. Therefore, we have
set the threshold value of DIH as 4, as given in this section. Below we have defined a few rules
to reveal the threshold values of software metrics.

(1) If lines of code metric are >65, the class is faulty
(2) If Cyclomatic Complexity score is >10, the class is faulty
(3) If Depth of Inheritance score is >4, the class is faulty
(4) If number of operators is >125, the class is faulty
(5) If number of operands is >70, the class is faulty

We have adopted the threshold frequencies of code metrics, including lines of code, cyclomatic
complexity, operators, and operands from the study of Abaei et al. [43], where they have provided
a detailed description of software metrics. To show the binary relationship between class attributes
and metric values, we have defined a rule as follows:

A class attribute (A) is in a binary relation to a metric value (V) in a one to one relationship.
This means, A-to-V shows us a general overview of a relationship between two entities.

For example, we have five class attributes and five metrics values, so there is a one to one
relationship between attributes and metrics values. We use an x-value and a y-value to show this
relationship in a paired form. The set of x-values is called domain, while that of y-values is known
as the range. To display the one-to-one relationship, reference ontology expresses this relationship
between class attributes and metric values through the respective annotations (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3 shows the Visual Notation for OWL Ontologies (VOWL) view of the developed ref-
erence. It is clearly showing us the focused classes and sub-classes in the reference ontology. As
mentioned earlier, the main focus has been on ‘class’ in the context of a programming language.
As such, a class represents the classes of the application programmed in languages (Java, C++,
C#, and VB.Net), and each class has its sub-classes, as shown in Fig. 3. Main classes, along
with their relevant sub-classes, represent the knowledge domain that we want to model. Therefore,
the resulting ontology may be used to make a statement concerning the metrics, classes and
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decisions. Ontology serves as a means of knowledge representation and reasoning [47]. Generally,
an ontology is represented by using OWL syntax, which makes it superior in representing complex
relationships, information sharing, and reuse.

Figure 3: VOWL view of the reference ontology

Fig. 4 gives us an overview of an OntoGraph of the Ontologies which are used in this study.
The OntoGraph supports the interactive navigation and relationship between OWL ontologies.
We have imported the OWL for ontology parsing, which can be visualized by Protégé. Therefore,
we have constructed a software program ontology in the OntoGraph in Protégé, as illustrated
in Fig. 4. The class hierarchy is starting from the ‘Thing’ class to the main classes and sub-
classes. The main classes include the metrics, classes, and decision. Each of these classes further
incorporate a set of properties and conditions.

4.3 Third Phase
To validate the performance of the Metrics phase of the proposed OTCP approach, we

aim to use the Binary Logistic Regression, and AdaBoostM1 classification models. Generally,
logistic models have very close overall classification accuracy as compared to neural network
models [48]. The main advantage of using logistic regression is its effectiveness in handling the
multiple predictors to the mixed data types [49]. We aim to analyze the metrics data and validate
the Metrics phase in step 1 to estimate the accuracy of the proposed OTCP approach in the same
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phase. Fault prediction urges the researchers to assure that detection of faulty and non-faulty
modules is supported by the statistical analysis.

Figure 4: OntoGraph view of the ontology

We reorder the test case based on the fault score covered by each class in a program. However,
a class may have multiple test cases, which need to be reordered based on higher number of faults.
Previous studies emphasize the defect prediction methods which are leveraged for automated tasks,
i.e., TCP. Most of the existing TCP techniques do not involve the latter mentioned aspect of
software testing.

Based on the assumption, we extract the prior knowledge of fault probability from code
metrics values. The probability of existing faults can be derived using the following formula given
in Eq. (1), provided that the probability of the existing faults in a unit is as uj 1 ≤ j ≤ m and
is Prob. of Fj; where Fj indicates the event in which j as a coding unit is faulty, and Prob. (Fj)
represents the probability of this event [50]. We can determine the coverage for the test case Ti
from the modified coverage formula, as shown in Eq. (1).

FaultsBasedCover (i)=
∞∑

1≤i≤m
(Cover (i, j)xProb.(Fj) (1)

Based on the above formula, a unit test case with a higher weight has more fault probability.
As such, more priority is given to that unit in a class. A class may have multiple test cases, and
each test with a higher fault probability is prioritized for the execution.

5 Empirical Study and Experiments

This section presents the empirical studies conducted to answer the research. Experiments
were carried out on a PC with an Intel Core processor and 8 GB of RAM. Before we discuss
experiments, we propose the research question as follows:

RQ: Is the proposed OTCP approach superior to the existing TCP techniques?
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The RQ is aimed to measure the efficiency of the proposed TCP approach against other
TCP approaches. To compare the performance of our proposed approach, we have five different
criteria based on TCP techniques. In addition to these TCP approaches, we also aim to compare
the OTCP approach’s performance with other approaches if any of the five Java programs have
been analyzed in other TCP approaches. Based on the APFD value, we present each technique’s
fault detection competency, because the APFD metric is widely explored in the research area of
regression testing. Some researchers [51,52] have doubts about the effectiveness of mutant based
TCP approaches. Therefore, we collect datasets with the number of test cases and detected faults.
Experiments on the actual Java programs are convincing for answering the proposed RQ.

5.1 Implementation and Subject Programs
Eclipse SDK 3.7.2. Framework [53] is used to implement experiments. This framework sup-

ports several plugins, including CodePro Analytix, which is mainly used by Java developers.
Eclipse supports the dynamic uploading of Java projects, which are further explored in Java
packages and classes. Next, we perform the categorization of classes of Java programs. Since we
collect information at the class level, we perform experiments at the class level test cases. The
section below describes the five chosen Java programs (datasets).

‘Measure of Software Similarity’ (Moss) is an online service freely available for academic
use. It detects the similarity between a pair of documents. Several studies highlight its use for
experiments and empirical evaluation of code-based approaches [54,55]. This dataset resides on
GitHub repository [56]. The second dataset, PureMVC, is a lightweight framework used to create
applications based on model-view-controller design and meta-patterns. The source code of the
PureMVC program resides on the repositories [41,57]. This program helps in setting the best prac-
tices and architecture for software development [58]. Ant program and several other programs have
been used to evaluate the proposed code of the coverage-based TCP approach [59]. Jsystem and
Tomcat programs, with their different versions, can be accessed from the Maven repository [41].
Tomcat and Ant datasets have been used for the evaluation of ensemble learning classifiers [60].
All these programs were used to validate the proposed ontology.

5.2 Empirical Study Design
We exploit the information regarding code metric values of Java programs’ classes, test cases,

faults, prediction and classification of faulty classes, and performance accuracies of classification
models. Execution results of the earlier mentioned factors are obtained by using CodePro Analytix
and Weka 3.8.4. We use JUnit testing [61] to design test cases, which also gives us information
regarding the faults identified for each class’s test cases. As we assumed that the earliest Java
programs did not have any errors, and faulty versions were produced by modifications, and
introduced commits. Thus, the faulty versions contained the metrics values, as explained in the
second phase of the proposed OTCP approach.

Next, we have analyzed code metric results using the defined rules to classify the faulty and
non-faulty classes of five Java programs. Tab. 1 presents a summary of actual and predicted faulty
and non-faulty classes in focused programs, and the accuracy score of both the classifiers. For
the Moss program, we have determined that out of 10 classes, 5 java classes were identified as
faulty classes. However, we validate our findings by performing binary logistic regression analysis.
We also use the AdaBoostM1 classifier to verify the accuracy in the classification and prediction
of faulty classes and non-faulty classes. Below we show the correct classification and prediction
results of five Java programs.
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Table 1: Prediction results of faulty and non-faulty classes in five Java programs

Program
name

Classifier Actual faulty
classes

Actual non-faulty
classes

Predicted faulty
classes

Predicted
non-faulty
classes

Accuracy
(% age)

Moss BLR 7 3 6 1 70.00
AdaBoostM1 7 3 6 3 90.00

PureMVC BLR 6 19 4 19 92.00
AdaBoostM1 6 19 5 19 96.00

Jsystem BLR 10 7 7 7 82.35
AdaBoostM1 10 7 7 7 82.35

Tomcat BLR 8 2 8 2 99.80
AdaBoostM1 8 2 8 0 80.00

Ant BLR 7 8 6 8 93.33
AdaBoostM1 6 9 4 8 80.00

Results illustrated in Tab. 1 verify that six Java classes are correctly observed as non-faulty
classes from the BLR classifier. In contrast, the AdaBoostM1 classifier has correctly predicted
the same number of classes for the Moss program. This also shows us that the prediction made
by using BLR classifier is according to the identified Java classes. We also performed a binary
classification of the PureMVC Java program using the chosen classifiers. Out of 25 Java classes
in the PureMVC program, four classes were identified as faulty classes using the BLR classifier,
while five classes were identified as non-faulty by the AdaBoostM1 classifier. For the remaining
three Java programs, Jsystem, Tomcat, and Ant, we have better classification accuracies from
two classifiers. Thus, the binary classification with the support of two classifiers verified what we
observed the correct prediction of faulty and non-faulty classes in five Java programs. Prediction
accuracy of both types of classes varied between 70% and 99.80%, leading to better testing in
further steps. We have generated test cases of the faulty Java classes of datasets of five programs.

Table 2: APFD values of five programs

Program name Number of
classes

Number of
test cases

Number of
faults

APFD value

Moss 5 16 20 0.8877
PureMVC 25 138 75 0.9684
Jsystem 17 310 103 0.9494
Tomcat 18 165 215 0.9533
Ant 15 91 76 0.9814

Tab. 2 is showing us the programs, number of classes, number of test cases, faults, and APFD
values of the five focused datasets. These results illustrate that PureMVC is an extensive size
program with a more significant number of classes, while Moss is with the minimum number of
classes. The other three programs such as Jsystem, Tomcat, and Ant are with medium number
of classes. Our proposed OTCP approach is best in revealing faults in small and medium-
sized software programs. Programs such as Moss, PureMVC, and Tomcat have 2466, 2481, and
1460 LOCs, respectively. We assume these programs as being small sized programs, since the
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LOCs are less than 5000. On the other hand, Ant with 7232 and Jsystem with 8983 LOCs are
considered medium-sized, because their size in LOCs is more than 5000 and less than 10000
LOCs. Faults were not revealed according to the size of a program. Future works may inves-
tigate how a program size affects predicting the number of faults. Maybe the versions used in
these programs were not stable enough in revealing the faults with their program size. In the
following figure, we show the efficiency of the proposed OTCP approach with respect to APFD
values.

Based on the APFD values as listed in Tab. 2 and shown in Fig. 5a, the fault detection
capability of the OTCP approach is excellent for most of the programs. Among the Java programs,
the chosen Ant program is also used for the evaluation of the “Additional Greedy-method Call”
(AGC) sequence [62] approach that received 82.59% as APFD value in the latter mentioned
study. In contrast, our study received an APED value of 98.14% in the same subject program. It
clearly shows that the OTCP approach is better in fault detection than the other TCP approaches.
This finding directly answers the RQ proposed in this study, as Ant program is widely used in
other studies.

Figure 5: APFD values from five Java programs based on the number of test cases and detected
faults in them. The line in the plot (a) represents the efficiency of the OTCP approach from the
obtained APFD values. In the plot (b), red and blue lines represent the number of test cases and
detected faults in the five Java programs

Binary logistic regression (BLR) is a model used for the prediction of faulty classes in Java
programs. We apply the AdaBoostM1 classifier to compare the performance of the BLR model.
AdaBoostM1 is a typical model of the boosting family, and it is trained on the datasets to
sequentially generate base classifiers [63]. During the iterations, incorrect identifications in the
previous iteration are emphasized to introduce a new classifier. In this research, the dependent
variable is 0 and 1, where 0 represents non-faulty classes, and 1, the faulty classes [64].
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5.3 Performance of the OTCP Approach
This section contains the experiment data used to answer the RQ, and justifies how the

proposed OTCP approach is efficient in regression testing.

For the performance comparison of TCP approaches, the APFD metric is widely used to
measure how quickly the faults are identified in each test suite [65]. The APFD metric value is
always between 0 and 1 or between 0% and 100%. A TCP technique with a value closer to 100%
is called a very efficient approach [66]. Therefore, we used the APFD metric, which is defined in
the following equation:

APFD= 1− (TF1+TF2+ . . .)

nm
+ 1

2n
(2)

where n signifies the total number of test cases, and m is the number of faults.

We have compared the efficiency of the proposed OTCP approach with several other TCP
approaches, including ‘prioritization of requirements for testing)’ (PORT), risk-based, optimal-
coverage, scope aided, and conventional code-based techniques, as shown in Tab. 3. The average
APFD value in a coverage-based study [67] remained 0.74, which is less as compared to 0.9480
or (94.80%), which is an average APFD value of five programs studied in this research. PORT
and Risk-based techniques are requirement-based TCP techniques [66]. A higher APFD value
indicates that a maximum number of faults have been detected. An increased APFD value has
been observed in our study compared to the rest of the studies. For example, Miranda et al. [68]
reported the overall APFD values of 93.29% and 93.46% for scope-aided and traditional TCP
techniques, respectively. Therefore, the OTCP approach has an edge over the reported APFD
values in the lateral discussed studies.

Table 3: APFD values of TCP techniques

Technique OTCP
(this study)

PORT Risk
based

Optimal
coverage

Scope
aided

Traditional
technique

APFD value 94.80 80.00 77.00 74.00 93.29 93.46

5.4 10-Fold Cross-Validation Method
We trained BLR and AdaBoostM1 classification models using code metrics values of five

Java programs. Furthermore, we performed a 10-Fold cross-validation method to evaluate the
chosen classification models. Data was split into training and testing sets [67]. Data is divided into
ten equal subsets. Each classification model has been trained using 90% of the data, while the
remaining 10% of the data is used for testing. We record the average accuracy for ten iterations as
a final measurement. The performance measures, including Precision, Recall, and F-Measure (see
Tab. 4) to evaluate the performance of classification models, have been reported. Cross-validation
is aimed to minimize the risks of the internal validity of results.

As shown in Tab. 4, Precision, Recall, and F-Measures are taken as an average of the
measures for faulty (F) and non-faulty (NF) classes of programs. The minimum Precision, Recall,
and F-measure values are 0.675, 0.700, and 0.680, respectively. These values were measured
for the evaluation of the BLR model using the Moss program. For the remaining programs,
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Precision, Recall, and F-measure values are higher, which indicates that the predicted classes of
five programs are correctly classified.

The chosen classifiers perform very well on the five datasets of Java programs. Perfor-
mance indicators are based on the confusion matrix of each dataset. A confusion matrix gives
information on how a certain behavior is correctly detected, and how it is classified as another
behavior [69,70]. Evaluation of the classifiers’ performance implicitly describes the efficiency of
OTCP approach, because correct classification of classes and their execution for TCP is essentially
focused on in this study.

Table 4: Performance evaluation results

Program Model Precision Recall F-Measure

Moss BLR 0.675 0.700 0.680
AdaBoostM1 0.925 0.900 0.903

PureMVC BLR 0.928 0.920 0.914
AdaBoostM1 0.962 0.960 0.959

Ant BLR 0.941 0.933 0.933
AdaBoostM1 0.800 0.800 0.796

Tomcat BLR 0.998 0.995 0.990
AdaBoostM1 0.800 0.795 0.770

Jsystem BLR 0.876 0.824 0.820
AdaBoostM1 0.870 0.810 0.800

Additionally, the performance measuring metric results presented show how the proposed
OTCP approach supports the classification of faulty and non-faulty classes. As listed in Tab. 4
(Precision, Recall and F-measure), accuracy measures evidence the correct prediction of faulty
classes. AdaBoostM1 classifier shows better classification accuracy for Moss and PureMVC pro-
grams than the BLR model. For the other three programs (Jsystem, Tomcat, and Ant), the BLR
model shows better accuracy results than the AdaBoostM1 model. Overall, both classifiers show
higher accuracies in the categorization of classes. However, in medium-sized programs such as
PureMVC and Ant with more than 5000 LOCs, the chosen classifiers’ performance is very well.
This answers the RQ that the chosen classifiers showed a better classification, and prediction of
classes in Java programs.

5.5 Findings
The APFD value of our proposed OTCP approach was higher in comparison to code

coverage and requirement based TCP approaches. The significant variance between code-based
and requirement-based approaches shows the importance of code metrics used in this study. We
revealed useful information about code metrics such as LOCs, CC, DIH, number of operators,
and the number of operands metrics, which helped us classify the fault-prone classes in Java
programs. Our obtained results suggest that the proposed OTCP approach achieved consistently
excellent results if class attributes were mapped to software metrics using the standard ontology.
Considering the class attributes and assigning them appropriate software metrics provides us
support for a better classification of faulty and non-faulty classes of software systems. It was
observed that code complexity and DIH were useful in gauging the capability or strength of a
Java class in terms of analyzing the code. A class that is more complicated in its code structure
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may result in more logical errors in programs. Therefore, we used CC and DIH metrics to reveal
the earlier faults in Java programs.

On the other hand, operators and operands metrics were used to study the black box behavior
of Java programs that helped us in revealing the possible errors in Java programs. The APFD
value is better than the APFD values of other TCP approaches. Our proposed OTCP approach’s
increased performance is due to the ontology facts used in this study. Reference ontology is used
indirectly, mapping the class features and their pertaining software metrics values.

6 Conclusions and Future Works

This paper provides a comprehensive insight into an ontology-based TCP approach for pri-
oritizing test cases using Java programs. The proposed approach involves reference ontology in
mapping the class attributes to software metrics. Classification of Java classes into faulty and
non-faulty modules is validated using the BLR and AdaBoostM1 classification models. Faulty
Java classes are further analyzed for JUnit testing. The JUnit test results reveal a high number
of faults in the prioritized test cases. Our proposed OTCP approach shows better results than the
state-of-the-art TCP approaches based on APFD metric values.

In future work, we plan to extend the proposed OTCP approach for faults identification of
large-sized programs using web services, which have become a hot spot in the research area of
regression testing. It will be very interesting to know how performance of a large web service can
be affected when new web services are integrated, or existing services are updated. Our proposed
approach will apply the code metrics criteria to identify the faulty services, and prioritize the test
cases of faulty services to fix the errors.
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